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INTRODUCTION {#sec1-1}
============

Meningioma is a tumor arising from arachnoid cap cells of the meninges and usually has a dural base. According to the World Health Organization (WHO,) meningiomas are classified into three grades: Grade I is benign, Grade II is atypical, and Grade III is malignant. Extracranial cutaneous meningioma is a rare entity and can be divided into primary and secondary.\[[@ref3],[@ref5]\] Primary extracranial meningioma is thought to arise from ectopic arachnoid cells during embryonic development or different development and maturation of pluripotent mesenchymal cells.\[[@ref4],[@ref5]\] Secondary meningioma develops from an intracranial component.\[[@ref5]\] We present a case of a giant secondary cutaneous meningioma involving the bilateral frontal region and the anterior half of the scalp, with major disfiguring appearance.

CASE DESCRIPTION {#sec1-2}
================

The patient is a 63-year-old man who underwent total resection of a 4.6 cm×4.6 cm×5.5 cm right frontal convexity meningioma in 2001. The tumor showed multiple calcified nodules, and there was focal erosion of the inner table of the skull. There were no surrounding edema and no sinus invasion. The pathology was meningothelial meningioma WHO Grade I. He was followed for 30 months with no tumor recurrence, then he lost to follow up until he presented to our clinic in 2016 with a 2-month history of mid-forehead swelling measuring 5 cm × 5 cm in that was hard and firm. Computed tomography (CT) showed midline and right frontal recurrence of intracranial meningioma with a cutaneous component eroding the craniotomy flap and extending to the scalp \[[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\]. The patient was offered magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and surgery to resect the extracranial and intracranial tumor components; however, he refused and lost to follow up.

![Axial sagittal computed tomography with brain (a and b) and bone (c and d) windows showing a small cutaneous mass over the previous craniotomy site with an underlying bony erosion and a small right frontal intracranial component (2016 study).](SNI-11-209-g001){#F1}

In 2018, the patient presented to a local hospital with a large ulcerating scalp tumor. He underwent surgical excision of the extracranial tumor component that showed WHO Grade III meningioma. The patient refused resection of the intracranial component and radiation therapy thereafter. Six months later, he presented to our emergency department with a massive face and bifrontal cutaneous mass that displaced his right eye inferiorly and laterally \[[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\]. The family complained that the patient's behavior has changed, with constant anger, socially inappropriate behavior, and urinary incontinence. CT scan and MRI showed significant involvement of the bilateral frontal, right ethmoidal, right periorbital bone, and cribriform plate bone with large intracranial component causing a significant mass effect of the bifrontal lobes with extensive vasogenic edema, likely due to cerebral invasion \[[Figures 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}-[6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}\].

![Front and top view of the patient's head showing the external appearance of the cutaneous meningioma with large lateral extension and disfigurement. There are multiple scalp ulcerations.](SNI-11-209-g002){#F2}

![(a-f) Axial and sagittal computed tomography in 2018 showing massive enlargement of the cutaneous component extending to the face, right ethmoidal sinus, and right orbit.](SNI-11-209-g003){#F3}

![(a-c) Axial magnetic resonance imaging with contrast from the vertex till the basal ganglia showing significant intracranial component with bilateral frontal dural attachment and severe mass effect on the frontal lobes and lateral ventricles bilaterally. The right superomedial invasion of the orbital cavity is appreciated (d).](SNI-11-209-g004){#F4}

![(a-c) Sagittal magnetic resonance imaging with contrast showing the anterior and inferior extent of the cutaneous component with the involvement of the face and right orbit.](SNI-11-209-g005){#F5}

![Coronal magnetic resonance imaging with contrast showing the lateral extent of the cutaneous component (a). Magnetic resonance venography showing complete occlusion of the anterior and middle thirds of the superior sagittal sinus (b). Axial T2 image showing the vasogenic edema surrounding the intracranial component (c).](SNI-11-209-g006){#F6}

Plastic surgery, maxillofacial surgery, ophthalmology, and radiation oncology teams were consulted. The plan was to resect the intracranial and extracranial parts of the tumor then reconstruct the anterior skull base and calvarium. The major challenge was the skin coverage after resection. The patient and his family were unwilling to undergo major surgery, but they accepted receiving radiation therapy. He received 54 Grays in 30 fractions. Moderate shrinkage of the tumor was observed after the conclusion of radiation. He missed his follow-up appointments, then he showed 7 months later in our emergency room with a decreased level of consciousness for 5 days with a Glasgow Coma Scale of 9/15 (motor 5, eye 2, and verbal 2). In addition, there were multiple scalp ulcerations with maggot infestation of the wound. The wound was debrided and cleaned. The patient's code status was changed to do not attempt resuscitation, and he passed away 3 days later in December 2019.

DISCUSSION {#sec1-3}
==========

Secondary cutaneous or scalp meningioma is an uncommon entity related to metastasis, seeding during surgical resection of intracranial meningioma, or extension of an intracranial component.\[[@ref1]\] Histological progression or tumor recurrence may play a role in developing a cutaneous component; however, some case reports have shown that benign Grade 1 meningioma can develop a cutaneous extension.\[[@ref2],[@ref6]\]

The reported incidence in the literature ranges from 1.21% to 3%.\[[@ref1],[@ref7]\] The average age to develop cutaneous meningioma is 43.4 years; females tend to present with cutaneous meningioma in older age (mean of 48.7 years) compared to their male counterparts (mean of 36.9 years).\[[@ref5]\] There is a female predominance in developing cutaneous meningioma (1:1.2); male patients have a worse outcome than female patients (55% vs. 45%, respectively).\[[@ref5]\]

There are 15 reported cases with secondary cutaneous meningioma in the literature.\[[@ref1]\] Of the 15 cases, 5 patients (33%) had convexity intracranial meningioma.\[[@ref1]\] Higher histological grades of meningiomas are more likely to have a cutaneous component due to metastasis, direct invasion through the bone, or tumor cell seeding from surgery. Malignant meningiomas express vascular endothelial growth factor and are rich in blood supply, explaining the method of metastasis to cutaneous scalp tissues.\[[@ref1]\] Piecemeal removal of a meningioma may risk tumor cell seeding into the surgical tract.\[[@ref1]\]

Multiple risk factors were hypothesized based on a literature review article. Multiple reoperations, radiation therapy, wound complication, immune suppression, higher histological grade, and cerebrospinal fluid fistula are risk factors in developing secondary cutaneous meningioma.\[[@ref1]\]

Our patient possibly had a higher grade meningioma when he first noticed a small frontal lump on the craniotomy site. Radiation therapy is known to interfere with wound healing and causes skin atrophy; our patient had skin necrosis with maggot infestation 7 months after radiation therapy. In general, the management of cutaneous meningioma is complete surgical resection of the cutaneous and intracranial component, with the removal of the affected bone and adjacent normal bone to lower the recurrence rate.\[[@ref1]\] Despite the rarity of cutaneous meningiomas, it should be included among the wide differential diagnoses of scalp tumors.

CONCLUSION {#sec1-4}
==========

Secondary cutaneous meningioma is a rare pathological entity that is mostly associated with Grade II or Grade III meningiomas. Complex cases should undergo proper planning and management by different disciplines. Complete excision of both intracranial and extracranial components and cranial reconstruction are the mainstays of management. Precautionary measures should be taken at the offset to minimize the risk of the development of secondary cutaneous meningioma.
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